


ORIGINS OF THE WORD PATENT

My entry to the ISTD student awards. Where I explored the origins of 
the word Patent, designing a typographic publication, around a family 
Patent. The publication is coptic bound highlighting the words Latin 
origins, meaning to lay open. A patent provides inventors with safety, 
with the system reflected throughout the publication.



AHSP WALL PANEL

We designed a large wall panel for the Academic Health Science 
Partnership based at Ninewells Hospital. The panel is to encourages 
anyone with a great healthcare idea to take it to the “top floor” where 
they can get support from the AHSP to make it happen.



UOD MENTAL HEALTH SOCIETY

I was asked to re-design the societies current branding, and create a 
leaflet to hand out at stalls around the university campus. I updated the 
logo with a conversational approach, as the society is about opening up, 
and getting support with your mental health.



SKIN CAMPAIGN

This project began in response to the D&AD brief London is Open. During 
the initial research it was highlighted that Londoners feel excluded from 
the movement. The Skin Campaign tackles this by creating a platform to 
share your skin and show that the hashtag is more than #SKINDEEP



AXIS SHIELD 2019 DIARY

150 custom designed diaries for Axis Shield designed for the beginning 
of 2019. The diaries double up as a company handbook with lots of  
useful information that staff can refer to throughout the year.



RE-GEN BREWING CO.

Re-Gen Brewing Co. a Dundee based brewery, focusing on celebrating 
the Unesco City of Design, and the variety within the city. I created three 
beers on different design sectors with unique label shapes all from the 
Rail station structure around at the time of design.



H. G. WELLS AT 150

Live third year Typographic Design project celebrating the 150th birthday 
of H G Wells. The brief was design a broadsheet newspaper, with in 
depth research. With the year 1899 the broadsheet was designed around 
limited colour, and matrix grid systems.



ASSOCIATION OF SCOTTISH BUSINESS WOMEN

Throughout my time working within the studio, I created a variety of  
event material, like the above for their Women of Inspiration Awards. 
Sticking closely to the ASB brand guidelines, each event had a unique 
design and feel. 



MAGDALEN MAGAZINE

Monthly editorial spreads, for the universities magazine. Designing 
to the magazines individual style and guidelines. This extra-curricular 
activity helped designing a high standard, work to quick deadlines, and 
apply appropriate theme to work with the article provided.



DUNDEE 2023 BANNER

During my internship at Avian communication I was tasked to design a 
banner to show the companies involvement in the Dundee 2023 culture 
bid. There was a quick turn around, and branding was supplied, so I had 
to work with the materials supplied.



BREAD BANKING ON WHEELS

In response to the RSA student awards brief Fair Finance for All, Bread a 
Bank on Wheels was designed through extensive research into making 
banking inclusive. The branding was created to represent an inviting 
bakery, unlike current bank branding.




